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Topics Covered

Agenda

Nervous System Regulation Tips

Supportive phrases

Reset Protocol

Workbook

School and Care coordination 



 Learn about FND  (hooray! You just did that! Well done.)

 Learn how to model nervous system regulation

 Acceptance + Confidence = Support

 Do the Reset Protocol Together

 Do the workbook with them: (Help identifying warning signs, model/join

them for nervous system regulation techniques when you see a warning

sign. Learn and practice the FND Response Plan) 

 Provide School and other providers with letters

Ways a loved one can help: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

 
 

Find on Amazon, by searching "FND Workbook"

https://www.amazon.com/Reset-Rewire-Workbook-Kids-Teens-ebook/dp/B0CCNZS4XR/ref=sr_1_2?crid=2LD7YIZJYPJCZ&keywords=reset+rewire&qid=1690750150&sprefix=reset+rewire%2Caps%2C154&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Reset-Rewire-Workbook-Kids-Teens-ebook/dp/B0CCNZS4XR


Nervous System
regulation

You are deserving of care and recognition
for how hard you have fought for your child
We see you
Modeling self-regulation helps your child
map new pathways in their nervous system
Model out loud the self-talk you hope they
will begin to have around their body and
nervous system  

First self-regulate



Regulation
Techniques

Cultivate the opposite, if the nervous
system is activated, choose soothing
exercises 
If shutting down, choose activating
exercises

The techniques you choose will depend on
what your child's nervous system needs. 



Fastest way to
soothe: Vagus
Nerve

Gargle
Hum
Sing Loudly
Blow Bubbles



Help Identify
Warning Signs
 





Script
How to show support
Support = Acceptance + Confidence 



Coregulation

Reset Protocol Together
Shiny Eyes
Remove nonessential to-dos right now
Pause and breathe before committing,
better yet, ask for more time
Identify things that fill your cup. Find ways
to incorporate them 

First self-regulate  



Form your Squad

Identify your support team
Assign roles



Who are Brain Rewiring Experts?

Occupational
Therapy

Sensory integration
Warning Signs
Coping Skills

Physical Therapy

Maximizing function
Reintegrating body &
brain, areas of brain
Building better pathways 
 

Mental Health

Nervous system
regulation
Support for loss of
function, adjustment to
life with illness 

Neurology

Diagnosis and
monitoring new
symptoms to ensure all
dianoses are addressed 
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Make a plan

Create an FND Response Plan 
Edit Letters to fit your needs and share with
your care team 
If you are missing key people from your
care team, I'll show you how to find them!

Care Coordination 

https://fndhope.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/FND-Response-plan-4.pdf






Care
Coordination
Pack 

School Nursing
Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
Primary Care
Mental Health 

Letters written by FND experts in each field:  



Steps to take to coordinate with school

School Letter
Draft

Show your doctor the school
letter, ask if there is anything
they would add. Gain a
signature. Share with school
nurse.

Request a
meeting

Consider a virtual meeting
with your child's main
teacher, school nurse and
counselor. Your doctor may
be able to attend or share an
additional letter. What
services can the school
provide and what do they
need from you/doctors to
qualify?

Understand the
school's push/pull
factors

 Be open to their feedback
and concerns. 

Suggested 504

75% reduction in take
home work
Scheduled regulation
time in safe classroom or
office 
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How to find providers



How do I access BREs?

Mental Health
Therapist

Do not need a referral 

Physical Therapist

 
Need a referral from PCP

or Neurologist 

Occupational
Therapist

Need a referral from PCP
or Neurologist



Find a Mental Health Therapist

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us


Online Therapy Platforms

Charlie Health IOP

Need a referral 
Insurance accepted

 

TalkSpace

Accepts Insurance
$80 off with code

SPACE80

BetterHelp

$60-90 per session
20% first month with code

word Forbes



Tool Kit 

https://www.amazon.com/Reset-Rewire-Workbook-Kids-Teens-ebook/dp/B0CCNZS4XR/ref=sr_1_2?crid=2LD7YIZJYPJCZ&keywords=reset+rewire&qid=1690750150&sprefix=reset+rewire%2Caps%2C154&sr=8-2


Support
expanding access
to care

FND Hope
Pediatric special interest group of FND
Society: outreach to providers to educate
them on FND evidence-based care

Special Price today on Amazon Ebook
Be a part of improving FND Care!
1) 15% of all proceeds go to:  

2) 30% to Supporting providers
starting/sustaining FND clinics

3) 5% to creating an adult version of this book
 

https://www.amazon.com/Reset-Rewire-Workbook-Kids-Teens-ebook/dp/B0CCNZS4XR/ref=sr_1_2?crid=2LD7YIZJYPJCZ&keywords=reset+rewire&qid=1690750150&sprefix=reset+rewire%2Caps%2C154&sr=8-2

